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a. Project Summary 

• My project is the creation of a large scale map depicting a localized wetland area in Rocklin, 
CA.  


• The map seeks to spatially represent the remarkable abundance and diversity of wildlife found 
in this urban greenbelt setting.


• The map will also be layered with existing public trails, paths, man-made and natural features.


• The map could be utilized by anyone wishing to view urban wildlife habitat areas as well as  
cyclists and pedestrians interested in trails and paths in their neighborhood.


• The final project includes a powerpoint presentation, a project paper with additional mapping 
imagery, and a final map of the selected area.


•••


b. Purpose of Project 

The purpose of the project is to show on a map that an open space buffering a small stream 
and its tributary is not only an aesthetically pleasing amenity for a planned neighborhood but   
also a flourishing and vital nursery for seasonal wildlife and a protected habitat for year-round 
wildlife residents.


The map hopes to achieve this goal by the use of drawn polygons overlaying a high resolution 
aerial photo of the project area.  The polygons will be drawn where selected species of wildlife 
have been observed seasonally and perennially.  The polygons will define the animals habitat 
range in the greenbelt.  In addition, polygons will be drawn defining the main stream channel 
and its tributary’s course, greenbelt total open space, and transparent polygons covering the 
developed areas to help accent the greenbelt map focus. I will also create a secondary map 
that is more stylized with solid polygons of the developed areas offering a pleasing visual 
reference of the spatial information.


The project will also be a functioning map not only for defining wildlife habitat ranges but for 
cyclists, pedestrians, disabled persons, and dog walkers interested in trails and paths that are 
a part of the greenbelt.  The map will show a bicycle path/walking path, bicycle path access 
points, a park trail, and a fire road/maintenance road.  Trash cans will be noted for dog walkers, 
natural features as landmarks, manhole covers as geocaching landmarks, fauna observed 
locations, notable flora in the greenbelt, vernal pool locations, hydrants, and stormwater 
culverts that bring additional water into the wetland.  Neighborhood roads and major 
boulevards will also be labeled for reference.


The project will be augmented by physically gathering data with a handheld GPS unit, ground 
level photographs, drone captured aerial photography, and 3D representations will be collected 
and generated using my UAV and DroneDeploy software.


•••




c. Description of GIS Data Management, Creation, Cartography Tasks and           
    Methods used to Create the Data and Outputs 

To begin and knowing I wanted to work on my project more than just the lab access time,

I had to get ArcGIS Pro on my laptop.  Since ArcGIS Pro doesn’t work with Mac OS, I 
purchased Parallels Desktop with Windows 10 to run Pro.  Parallels is a virtual program that so 
far has done a great job in essentially converting my MacBook Pro into a Windows machine.


After my file geodatabase was created in ArcGIS Pro, I wanted to start with a high resolution 
aerial basemap of my study area.  The base maps provided in ArcGIS Pro were too pixelated 
for my large scale map design idea and some even had the stream channel incorrectly placed!  
One SACOG orthomosaic file had an incredible resolution but it stopped just shy of my project 
area.  I found a quality one on the portal of the Rocklin area recorded in 2016.


I then began formulating the different feature classes I wanted to add to my project.  The 
feature classes for the animal habitat ranges were created by drawing polygons in the areas 
they were observed.  Using my basemap, I overlayed these polygons to the correct areas.  I 
imported new symbology called “Old Maps” to use as semi-transparent color fill for the 
polygons.  I really love the cartographic creation process and it was very inspiring to see this 
symbology available to express the look I wanted in my map design.


Other feature classes were created by importing files from the handheld GPS.  The GPS 
doesn’t distinguish files in groups other than as waypoints or tracks.  Everything is in one big 
database.  In order to bring in a specific feature class, ex. Vernal Pools, I divided these 
waypoints into folders before I imported into Pro.  


2016 High Resolution Aerial Chosen from Portal



To help categorize these files, I used Garmin’s BaseCamp software to fully name/classify each 
point and track and then I saved them to their individual folders.  Using Toolbox and GPX to 
Features, I converted this data into my project and was able to start working with each feature 
class.  Tracks were then converted by geoprocessing them as Points to Line.  


Hours were spent on editing each feature.  Symbology editing: style, size, color, transparency, 
etc.  Line features were easier to edit using vertices (add, delete, extend) than polygons.  
Creation of polygons, using Align to work with polygons, and some bug issues were a big part 
of the map process.





Although I started to try geocoding tabular data by listing residential parcels and then selecting 
only those that buffer the greenbelt parcels to achieve a table of desirable real estate attributes,  
I realized that was getting away from my main map focus and I left that topic alone.


With instructor’s help, I brought in a street name layer and was shown how to get started with 
Labels.  I edited the Labels until I got the positioning, halo, font, and look I liked.  The 
importance of the drawing order for the layers became very apparent when working with many 
feature classes and what should be given priority where.  Some point features on the map are 
crowded and with more time, I may add Callouts to obscured feature symbols.


I output the Layout with all features selected and the aerial layer showing the developed areas 
covered by a transparent color to keep the focus on the greenbelt.  I also used a Layout as 
above with a solid polygon color for the non-greenbelt developed areas.


Polygons created and Points to Line added



 

Additional Features added, Road Labels, Solid Polygon for Development

Additional Features added, Road Labels, Transparent Polygon for Development



I used my drone to capture many aerial shots of the project area.  The photos in the 
accompanying powerpoint file are all captured from my drone.  I also signed up for a free intro 
version of DroneDeploy and created orthomosaics, elevation maps, point clouds and 3D 
models of sections of the greenbelt area.  At 300’ flight level, the resolution is 1” per pixel.  The 
3D models are currently too large to load with over 250 photos.  I am working to resolve a 
workaround.  DroneDeploy has an export feature where I can save to the Web Mercator 
projection.  With that export, I am able to overlay elevation data I created of the project area to 
Google Earth.

 

Used my drone with DroneDeploy to create Orthomosaic

Elevation Map
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Elevation Map exported as Web Mercator Projection for Google Earth


Point Cloud (looking west from Blue Oaks Blvd)
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d. Discussion of Difficulties and Resolutions 

Some of the difficulties I ran into included:


When I imported “Roads” to my feature class, it had a drop down that also read “Roads”.  This 
made my Legend look weird.  I fixed the problem by making the top line blank and kept the 
drop down as Roads along with its symbology.


My original Garmin GPS, although still a very good unit, does not communicate with my 
Macbook or anything Garmin makes now.  I tried GPS Babel but to no avail.  I also dusted off a 
very old Windows XP Dell Laptop with TOPO still installed.  I could get some GPX files off of 
the old unit but the workflow was brutal.  I called Garmin and they gave me a credit towards a 
new unit.  I now have excellent workflow between the new unit and my Macbook with Garmin 
BaseCamp.  Using BaseCamp, I can organize features (tracks, waypoints) in folders to be 
brought in as coherent feature classes in ArcGIS Pro.


Some of the imported symbology got kind of buggy when I tried editing its components.  
Colors wouldn’t change or hatching wouldn’t match.  Deleted some symbology and started 
over.


Using Align with Polygons also got buggy.  A polygon would take the color of another I was 
aligning and wouldn’t change back to original color.  I deleted the polygon and redrew it.


Making long skinny parallel polygons with numerous vertices also was very challenging.  
Joining polygons was more difficult than it seemed it should be.

I am brand new to the software this semester but I do feel like esri has engineered many 
aspects in an arcane manner and would greatly benefit from speaking with photo and video 
editing software engineers.  It seems like there is a great deal of opportunity to make the 
program more user friendly.  Newbie frustration I’m sure.


Points to Line was very buggy at first.  Instructor found that there were too many points 
gathered in one spot (the starting spot).  Changed GPS Unit menu to record tracks “over 
distance” parameter and not “over time” parameter.  I re-recorded my routes.  This created 
much cleaner points and Pro processed these into Lines very easily.


My newly created photomosaic does not match exactly to my 2016 aerial.  Cul-de-Sacs and 
road lines are slightly askew.  I am double checking both projections and may reshoot.


••• 



e. Discuss what you learned from the Project 

From a theoretical to a practical standpoint, for the class as a whole, I have gone from 0-60 in 
my knowledge of GIS. 


From ellipsoidal projections to shading symbology, I have gained a significant amount of 
knowledge across the GIS spectrum.  I love using the tools in ArcGIS Pro to create new maps 
and I amazed and what I can do with just my handheld GPS unit and my drone with its 
mapping software.  There is still a mountain of information for me to learn about GIS and the 
associated software but I feel like I’ve got a good start and I know I want to continue pursuing 
these skills.


Just a simple application I learned from trial and error is that you can add more polygons to the 
same feature class.  At first, once one is made and you close the edit pane, you would think 
that is it.  I opened the edit pane again and added another polygon to same the feature class.


Other skills developed include: geoprocessing, toolbox, gpx to features, points to line, drawing 
polygons, editing vertices and working with alignment, drone deploy software, new GPS 
software, understanding drawing layer order, labels, symbology, bookmark, and parcel track 
data.


The tutorials are very helpful in the book.  I’m not very far along but a lot of what I’ve been 
practicing I’ve used in my project.  Pro has a steep learning curve and I can see how, for me, 
many many hours of practice and repetition will be required to ingrain a working knowledge of 
its complexity.


From just this class, I feel like I’ve become a lot more comfortable with the esri software and it 
is also teaching me by extension how to navigate Windows 10.  I have operated on Mac OS 
exclusively for the last 14 years.


From this project alone, I feel confident that I can produce simple understandable maps for 
someone using Pro where as before I was tentative and thought it all too daunting.  Thanks!


Pleasant Grove Creek, my first drawing in GIS


